
 
 

 
CCIF Special Event at NACE 

The CCIF Special Event at NACE provided a global view of the collision business.  Keynote speaker David Lingham, IBIS board and Director, Orbis 
Business Impact shared his perspective on where Canada seems to be ahead compared to other countries, as well as things that we may want 
to watch out for.  He noted that the Canadian market is advanced in areas like insurer relations, consumer marketing, and express repair.  He 
also shared that Canadian stakeholders should remain aware of global trends including decreasing margins, the increasing impact of technology 
on accident frequency and severity, and the  potential struggle over control of the customer experience, as OE's become more involved in the 
collision business.  David also mentioned the segmentation of repairers into two categories - those who invest in equipment and training to 
complete structural repairs, and others who strictly handle cosmetic repairs - both of which can and are working with OE's.  Taking the 
discussion further, he shared that globally about eighty percent of first calls after an accident are going to the insurer, but about twenty 
percent of calls are going to the OE but only because the OE and insurer are working closely together.  He encouraged repairers to consider 
that insurers wear three hats - sales/customer retention, legal, and claims - and that the insurer's need for proper repairs at a fair price are a 
result of all three areas of thier responsibility. David closed by stressing that repairers need to take a close look at their business and all of the 
market trends and forces that may impact their future, and ensure they have a business plan that takes them in the direction they want to go. 

David also had the opportunity to chat with these leading key suppliers about their views on where the market is heading: 

Patrice Marcil -  Strategic Planning, Training and customer care Manager, Axalta  
Rick Orser -  Business Manager Automotive Aftermarket Division, 3M Canada 
David Smith -  Country Manager, Vehicle Refinish and Commercial vehicle, AkzoNobel 
Roland Taube -  Director, PBE Operations, LKQ Canada  
 

Larry Jefferies, CCIF Chairman led the second session, which focused on "Made in Canada Solutions".  His panel included: 

Paul Stella, Manager, Collision Repair & Refinish, Toyota Canada Inc 
Joe Carvalho, Manager, Physical Damage Vendor Programs, The Economical  
Dennis Carlini, President, CARSTAR Windsor 
Paul Prochilo,  Director, Corporate Strategy,  Prochilo Brothers Auto Collision 
 
Larry showed a video to start off the dialogue on each of three topics.  The first topic discussed looked at the future of the claims process, and 
control of the customer experience.  The panellists each weighed in on the idea of the OE controlling the claims process.  It was clear from the 
discussion that there is a new partner within the collision repair ecosystem - the OE.  All agreed that communication between all of the 
stakeholders is essential to ensure that all parties have the right information to do the right thing for customers. 

The next video showed a UK based insurer who is advertising a guaranteed 7-day repair duration.  The panellists discussed how alternative 
service models might evolve in Canada.  One of the key points made, was the importance of considering the impact of new programs on all 
stakeholders to avoid creating problems downstream in the repair process.   

The last video showed a worst-case scenario where unsafe repairs were completed.  The panel had lots to share on the topic.  From the OE 
perspective, Toyota's Paul Stella explained that their priority is to return the customer's vehicle to original factory specifications - which 
requires the right tools, equipment, training and repair procedures.  The quick pace of change in vehicle technology is creating challenges for 
repairers, and both Paul Prochilo and Dennis Carlini agreed that repairers are responsible to invest in the equipment, facility and training, and 
that information on proper repair procedures are needed from OE's, to do the right thing for the customer.  There was also discussion around 
the need for some type of accreditation of facilities, to identify those repairers who are properly equipped to return vehicles to original factory 
specifications. 

The meeting concluded with a cocktail reception overlooking the Detroit river.  The next CCIF meeting is Sept 18th in Calgary, Alberta. 


